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Although college catalogs contain expressions of devotion to the cause of

developing in students a capacity for and commitment to critical thought, there are
philosophical, scientific and practical problems surrounding this aim. To measure

student values and differences in intellectual dispositions, the Center designed a

research instrument, the Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPI). But the question is in

which students and on which campuses is growth most likely to take place'? The

Trent-Medsker study BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL, which followed 10.000 high school

graduates through the next 4 years of their lives as they entered college, the labor

market or full time homemaking, indicates that college students become more tolerant,

flexible and autonomous in their thinking whereas joersons who embark on lobs or
homemaking are uninterested in reflective thought. This is borne out by 3 of the OPI

scales. By including youths who did not attend college as a control group, it was

shown changes cannot be attributed to maturity alone. Related studies show the

movement from occupational to intellectual orientations, from grade to learning

consciousness. from extrinsic to intrinsic rewards. Very different students attend a
wide variety of institutions and studies are under way to identify what factors in the
learning environments of 12 colleges promote or inhibit intellectual changes. In its

dedication to understanding the processes of hi49her education, the Center is
measuring the entering student, the graduate, and developing means for assessing

what happens in between. (JS)
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uate and professional education, planning and coordination of
higher education, and innovation in program and structure.
A third section coordinates the involvement of researchers in
development activities.

Each section has a coordinator who serves with Center
officers on the Center Policy Committee, the internal decision-
making unit of the Center, through which the entire staff
contributes to policy development. A University-wide advisory
committee and two outside advisory committeesnational in
scopeare convened twice each year. The Center is one of
more than 40 organized research units at Berkeley, most of
which are responsible directly to the chancellor. .

The Center staff now numbers 130, of whom about 30, not
including graduate research assistants, would be classified as
professional. We are no longer a small compact group with

ease of communication; the Center operates in two locations
one on the campus and the other, which houses most of the
staff, in the Educational Testing Service building, close to
campus. Although principal funding is from the Office of Edu-
cation, grants from a number of other agencies and founda-
tions enable the Center to expand its program beyond that
possible under Office of Education funding.

LELAND L. MEDSKER
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Student Values Revisited

ust a decade ago, Philip Jacob caused consider-
able stir in the ranks of higher education by observing that,
with a few outstanding exceptions, nothing much happened
in colleges to "alter the mold of values for most students."
This conclusion, drawn after a review of the research litera-
ture, raised a number of questionsquestions which are philo-
sophical, scientific, and practical. On the philosophical side,
there is the question of the extent to which colleges should
attempt to influence student values and, if so, which ones. The
.,cientific questions center around the ability of the behavioral
sciences to measure values. The practical questions for eduda-
tion are concerned with how values are taught or caught. Some

progress has been made in sharpening and clarifying the philo-
sophical and scientific questions. And advances on these fronts
have implications for the practice of higher education.

Educators manage to turn out some rather articulate value
goals for higher education when they write the statements for
the college catalogs, as these statements taken . from three
catalogs illustrate:

From a private university in the west: The willingness
"to weigh varying viewpoints . ..is the mark of a man
or woman with a true liberal education:"

From a four-year liberal arts college: "The college
does not seek to impose upon its students (a particular)
view of life, or any . . . specific set of convictions about
the nature of things and the duty of man. It does, how-
ever, have the twofold aim of encouraging conscious con-
cern about such questions and unceasing recxamination
of any view which may be held regarding them."

From a private men's college: "The educational effort
in the undergraduate college is directed towards leading
the student to be an independent seeker in his own right,
not a passive recipient of informaticn...."

In statements such as these, colleges have accepted a re-
sponsibility for attempting to help their students develop the
capacity for and the commitment to independent and critical
thought. As college administrators are well aware, a dedica-
tion to teaching people to think for themselves is not without
its hazards. While society at large appears willing to accept
these value goals as statements in the college catalog, the
"unceasing reexamination" of the "nature of things and the
duty of man" is not always popular with the community, legis-
lators, alumni, or even trustees. These values are far from
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innocuous, and they are being, defended vigorously on college

campuses today; many believe them to be a fundamental con-
cern of higher education.

The question of the scientific measurement of student values
has long been one of the interests of the Center. In 1962, Paul
Heist and his colleagues at the Center set about developing a
research instrument to measure some student characteristics
which were felt to have a special relevance for college and
university education. They designed measures for studying
variables such as flexibility and openness to new ideas, interest
in intellectual inquiry, attraction to reflective thought, and
tolerance of varying points of view. These attitudes or values
would appear to be the measurable aspects of die catalog state-
ments calling for a willingness "to weigh varying viewpoints,"
an interest in becoming "an independent seeker" . . . rather

than a "passive recipient of information," and the like. The
research instrument which was designed to measure.intellec-
tual values, such as these, was called The Omnibus Personality
Inventory (OPI) and it has been used frequently in the Cen-
ter's continuing research on students.

Basic to the potential usefulness of the instrument are the
findings that young people show dramatic individual differ-
ences in intellectual disposition as measured by the OPI and
that entering classes of various colleges differ greatly in their
OPI profiles. In other words, we can state with assurance that
students do show differences in intellectual disposition when
they arrive on the campus; it is of even greater importance
to know what has happened by the time they leave our col-
leges. The fundamental question, of course, is: In which stu-
dents and on which campuses is growth most likely to take
place? When we can isolate some of the conditions for change,
then we are ready to tackle the practical problems of how to
produce such conditions.

One of the Center studies recently reported by James Trent
and Leland Medsker, in a monograph entitled Beyond High



School, followed 10,000 high school graduates through the

next four years of their lives as they entered colleges, the labor

market, or full-time homemaking.
In a nutshell, they found that young peoples' values and

attitudes do changethat, generally speaking, college students

become more critical in their thinking, more tolerant, flexible,

and autonomous in attitude, and less prejudiced in their judg-

ments. There is evidence that young people who embark upon

jobs or full-time homemaking do not show the same kind of

development. For example, young women who marry imme-

diately after high school graduation and who spend the next

four years in full-time homemaking stand out rather vividly
in this research for their tendency to regress on the OPI meas-

ures of intellectual values.
Although the Trent-Medsker study involved numerous

measures of student characteristics, this description is con-
cerned primarily with the values and attitudes measured by
three scales of the OPI. The Thinking Introversion scale is
essentially a measure of general appreciation of and interest

in scholarly activity. High scorers are characterized by a liking

for reflective thought; their thinking tends not to be dominated

by external conditions and generally accepted ideas, but rather

by an interest in ideas for their own sake. Low scorers tend to
evaluate ideas for their practical, immediate application.

Figure I shows the 1959 and 1963 Thinking Introversion

scores for the high school graduates, grouped according to

their activities after high school graduation.
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Immediately apparent is the difference in the 1959 scores
of students who went to college and those who did not. As

seniors in high school, the future college studentsboth men
and womenscored significantly higher on Thinking Intro-
version than did students who took jobs or became house-
wives. One would expect that high school students who

enjoyed abstract thought and the manipulation of ideas wOuld

be more attracted to college than those who did not. And cer-
tainly it is to be hoped that four years spent in an environ-
ment stressing the imporsance of ideas and reflective thought

would result in an increase in student values regarding such

activity. As shown in figure I, the men and women who re-

mained in college for the four years following high school

graduation do show significant change. The men who were
steadily employed from 1959 to 1963 also showed significant
growth in contrast to the employed and married women who
actually regressed on the measure. As a matter of fact, the
future full-time housewives left high school significantly more
interested in ideas than the women who went to work, but
four years later, the housewives showed the least interest of
all of the groups in ideas and abstract thought.

Figure II illustrates a different situation.
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The Complexity scale shown here is essentially a measure
of intellectual curiosity and general perceptual orientation.
High scorers are tolerant of ambiguities, respond to a greater

variety of environmental stimulation, and are fond of novel
situations and ideas; low scorers prefer sure, simple, and struc-

tured situations.
As shown in figure II, there was no difference between the

1959 scores of the men who went to college and those who

went to work. The future housewives actually scored higher

on the Complexity scale in 1959 than did the women who

went to college. In the time between high school graduation

and the second testing four years later, however, women who

were consistently in college throughout the period were the

only group to make a significant gain. While college men
showed an average gain of about one standard point, this does

not reach statistical significance, but the decreases shown for

employed men and women and for the full-time housewives

are statistically significant. A little reflection on what this
scale measures Would appear to show the effects of the en-
vironment. One would suspect that many employers of high

school graduates are not especially prone to reward the worker

who likes "to fool around with new ideas even if they turn
out later to have been a total waste of time." The more in-

tellectual the job demands, howevek, the more one might
expect to be rewardedinternally as well as externallyfor
coming up with new ideas.

Figure III illustrates the greatest changes to take place in
the college group. This is a measure of Nonauthoritarianism.
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Those who score high on this measure are characterized by
flexibility, tolerance, objectivity, and a lack of dependency
upon rules or rituals for dealing with ideas, objects, and
people. Low scorers are more rigid and conventional in their
thinking, tending to see more situations in black or white
fashion.
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Two observations may be made regarding figure III. The
outstanding fact is that men and women who attend college

for four years .become markedly less authoritarian. The em-
ployed men and women and the housewives, however, showed
almost no change. The other observation to be made is that
those who were more flexible and tolerant as high school sen-
iors were more likely to attend college and to remain in col-
lege. Although not shown here, the Trent-Medsker study also
obtained OPI measures for college dropouts, that is, those
who started college but dropped out and did not return during
the four years of the study. On all three scales, the dropouts
fell between the college students and the employed men and

women when the measurements were taken again four years
later.

Most research, from the Center and elsewhere, and on a
variety of measures, shows agreement on the general fact
that young people do change in certain attitudes and values
which are related to the intellectual goals of higher education.
The particular contribution of the study of high school grad-
uates is that by including, as a control group. youth who did
not attend college, the researchers were able to show that the
changes cannot be attributed to maturity 'alone. If some
changes, however slight, can be demonstrated for this very
broad population of high school seniors. attending a great
variety of colleges all across the country, then higher educa-
tion as a whole "must be doing something right." The big
question that remains to be answered by science is: How
much of the demonstrated change can be attributed to the
college experience and how much is due to the general pre-
disposition of the college group to change? We will also want

to know how permanem the changes are. Does the college-
educated housewife, for example, show the same regressions

as the high school housew ife after a few years of heavy in-
volvement with family responsibilities? James Trent will be
seeking answers to questions such as this in his new research
project on college alumni.

Some of the concomitant changes that take place for a
narrower population of college students attending specific
colleges are of interest when studied in conjunction with the
OP! research. In numerous Center studies, the reasons stu-
dents give for seeking higher education have shown differences
from college to college. The two goals which assume primary
importance in the minds of students are vocational prepara-
tion and the general development of the intellect, which we
usually refer to as liberal or general education. Depending
upon the mission and image of the college, there tend to be
great differences in the proportions of freshman classes seek-
ing job preparation as opposed to those seeking liberal edu-
cation. In an eight-college study which is soon to be reported
by T. R. McConnell and colleagues at the Center, the voca-
tionally oriented freshmen ranged all the way from only 15
percent in one highly selective private liberal arts college to
62 percent in a less selective college. In every one of the eight
colleges studied, however, the proportion selecting a prim3ry
goal of vocational preparation decreased by the senior year
and the percentage interested in liberal education increased.
For example, in the college which initially attracted a fresh-
man class in which 62 percent of the students were voca-
tionally oriented, the figure dropped to 32 percent by the
senior year. The percentage interested in liberal education
showed a proportionate increasefrom 24 percent as fresh:.
men to 48 percent as seniors.

Extremely bright students show an even greater endorse-

ment of intellectual objectives as opposed to vocational. Fred
Tyler directed some research for the Center which involved
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fCertificate
of Merit winners. Nearly half of these very bright

reshmen selected basic general education as the primary pur-

a longitudinal study of some 450 National Merit Scholars and 1

pose of a college education, but four years later 71 percent
of the students endorsed liberal education, with the propor-.
tion favoring vocational training dropping from one-third as
freshmen to 14 percent as seniors.

Two other changes from freshman to senior years show a
similar move from tangible, extrinsic rewards to more in-
tangible, intrinsic values. Much is made todayespecially
among the adherents of liberal educationof the overem-
phasis upon the extrinsic motivation of grades at the expense
of the more intrinsic satisfactions to be derived from true
learning. And although most colleges still depend upon grades
to motivate the student to learn, the students appear to be
developing their own view of the matter. In seven of the eight
colleges participating in the Center's eight-college study, a
majority of the entering freshmen said they attached "a great
deal" of importance to getting good grades. Four years later,
none of the eight colleges showed majorities of their surviving
seniors giving that response. At the University of California,
for example, .81 percent of the freshmen felt grades were quite
important, whereas Only 35 percent of the seniors did.

Occupational values show similar kinds of changes, al-
though not to the same dramatic extent. Freshmen are more
likely than seniors to attach importance to money and se-
curity in their concept of the ideal job, whereas seniors are
somewhat more likely to express an interest in jobs which
will give them an opportunity to be creative or to use their
special abilities. In all eight colleges, interest in job rewards of
money and security decreased in importance from the fresh-
man to the senior year; intrinsic rewards such as using their
special abilities increased, and people-oriented satisfactiOns
(the opportunity to work with people or to be helpful to
others) remained roughly constant for freshmen and for
seniors.

These demonstrated changesfrom vocational to intellec-
tual orientations, from grade consciousness to learning con-
sciousness, and from concern for extrinsic ocCupational
rewards to intrinsic rewardsare consistent with the changes
shown on the intellectual disposition scales of the OPI. ThoSe
who expose themselves to four years of college do tend to
reflect the values which we associate wiih the strongest faCulty
members and with the educational community.

It goes without saying, perhaps, that colleges differ in the
centrality of their concern for intellectual values. In an over-
view of Center research on higher education, one conclusion
stands out above all others. And that is that there is a tre-'
mendous diversity offered by American higher education
a condition which this nation is committed to preserving.
While most colleges and universities are dedicated to helping
young people to experience the satisfaction of intellectual
inquiry and independent thought, these goals assume greater
or lesser importance depending upon the mi:;sion of the insti-
tution. The four-year liberal arts college without a graduate
school has, as its purpose, the liberal education of under-
graduates. it hopes to cast a vivid image which will attract
faculty and students dedicated to this mission. The state uni-
versity and most state colleges generally have broader pur
poses and tend to attract a more diversified student body
Some of the newest forms of postsecondary education in Alf
country have vocational preparation as their primary go
The students who attend and the faculty and administrati
staff who are dedicated to helping these young people t
fulfill their potential have their own hierarchy of education
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emphins. Nevertheless, it is difficult to conceive of an edu-
tational institution which is not concerned with instilling in
students an openness to new ideas and a willingness to use
the mind to enrich the life of the individual and of society.

Different forms of postsecondary education begin their tasks

with very different students. Figure IV illustrates the motiva-
tion for intellectual inquiry existing in groups of young people
who engage in different forms of postsecondary pursuits. The
data are from the SCOPE study, an acronym for School to

College: Opportunities for Postsecondary Education. The re-
search is sponsored by the College Entrance Examination
Board and is under the direction of Dale Tillery of the Cen-

ter research staff. SCOPE is a longitudinal study focusing

upon the decision-making processes of 90,000 high school
students as they enter the adult world. One of many measures
used in the SCOPE study is an abbreviated form of the OPI
which purports to measure the intellectual predisposition of
students. This short experimental scale consists of OPI items
of the same general nature as those in the scales which were
described earlier.
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The largest percentage of the students not going on to
college score in the lowest third of the high school senior dis-
tribution. Students going on to special schools, such as secre-
tarial training, electronics, cosmetology, etc., tend to come
from the middle and lower thirds; junior college entrants cOme

from the middle and upper thirds, and the greatest portion of
the students entering four-year colleges and universities score

in the top third of high school students on intellectual pre-

disposition.
While this graph illustrates large differences in the intellec-

tual values of students entering various types of institutions,

several other Center studies show differences as great as these

among institutions of the same general type. For example,

there are four-year colleges whose profiles are very similar to

that shown here for special schools.
The Center is cooperating with the Union for Research and

Experimentation in Higher Education in a longitudinal study
of student development in 12 Union colleges as diverse as
Antioch, Goddard, Stephens College, and Northeastern Illi-
nois State College. The percentage of students scoring at the
very high end of the variant of the OPI intellectual disposition

meastire used in this particular study ranged from over 50

percent of the studerits in one highly selective college to less

than 5 percent at an open door college. The next step in the
Union college study, which is under the direction of Paul
Heist and Mildred Henry, will be an attempt to identify the

factors in the learning environments of these institutions
which may promote or inhibit changes in students. This, of
course, is no simple task for science, and I suspect that it
may be some time before we are able to propose some models

by which we can further evaluate the educational process in
this extremely complex interaction between the student and
his college. Certainly two very important factors in the learn-
ing environment of any college are the character of the stu-
dent body and the interaction of students with each other.

But we know, too, that faculty play a fundamental role in

influencing the climate of learning, and a pilot study directed
by Robert Wilson, research coordinator of Section 1, will at-
tempt to develop instruments for measuring faculty values
and to study the relationship between the values and activi-
ties of faculty and the values and perceptions of students.

If we are to move toward more complete and more effective
programs of educational experiences, then an understanding
of the process of hieher education is essential, and it must
include measures of- the entering student, measures of the
graduate, and the development of the means for assessing the
complexities of what happens in between. These are the tasks
of educational research, and they are the tasks to which the
resources of the Center are dedicated.

K. PATRICIA CROSS

The Revision of
Institutional Character

Data from research on students show that col-

leges and universities affect the values of students even as other
data show that the values students bring to colleges and uni-
versities affect those institutions. In what was once consid-
ered to be a transaction by which the values of the institution

were passed along to the youth and what was later, for a
nervous interval after the Jacob study, thought of as an im-

passe where neither institution nor individual was much

affected by the values of the other, we now discern a rela-
tionship in which each acts and reacts with the result that the

values of both are affected.
What institutions of higher education, as institutions, con-

tribute to the value interaction with students is of special
concern to Section II researchers at the Center. What are the
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institutional values worthy to be taken on by the young?
Where are those values best expressed? From what sources
have they come? To what do they lead? If, now, America is
experiencing what Nietzsche called the "transvafuation of
values," how are the traditional values of the academy being

transformed?
The Center has neither the resources nor the wisdom to

deal with all of these questions and their related fields of
study in one holistic, unified research project. Nor have I,
in speaking of staff interest in fundamental institutional val-
ues, yet mentioned the issues other than values that occupy

our attention. Organization and administration, graduate and
professional education, statewide .planning, and curriculum
innovation or experimentation are the broad subdivisions of
Section II within .which are 11 specific research projects.
However, concern for what Kenneth Boulding has called the
"integrative system"those personal and social assumptions
that validate the several parts of an enterprise and give mean-

ing to the wholereaches into and across all Section II
projects.
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